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Sinc Cabinet Specification
Often overlooked, yet the foundation of every kitchen. We manufacture our cabinets to the highest 
standards, using only the best materials.

Fully assembled 18mm rigid cabinets complete with doors and internal accessories fitted, where 
required (ready to install). Durable 1mm edge applied to all edges, including unseen edges.  
Choose from 24 stocked cabinet colours, other colours available on request. For more information on 
any of our features, visit sinckitchens.com

Blum integrated soft-close hinges as standard

Blum soft-close drawers as standard

Glue and dowel construction as standard, cam and 
dowel on selected

50mm service void

Made to measure sizes available

Carcass Colours Base Cabinet

Wall Cabinet
Blum integrated soft-close hinges as standard

Adjustable shelves

18mm backs for added strength and durability

High quality concealed wall hanging brackets

Made to measure sizes available

About Sinc Kitchens
Why Sinc Kitchens?

Beginning as a humble family business in 2011, Sinc Kitchens are now recognised  
as one of the UK and Ireland’s premier kitchen brands. We pride ourselves on our 
world-class partner support and the unrivalled quality of our products.

Can I buy directly from Sinc Kitchens?

Sinc Kitchens are available nationwide through a network of approved kitchen 
retailers who possess the passion, knowledge and skills required to ensure you 
get the best advice possible when choosing your new Sinc Kitchen.

What is the warranty period on Sinc Kitchens?

We manufacture all our kitchen furniture to the highest standards and all Sinc 
Kitchens come with a warranty to provide you with complete peace of mind.

The cabinets carry a 10 year warranty, all Kessebohmer wirework carry a lifetime 
Warranty, as do Blum hinges and drawers, while frontages and decor panels carry  
a 5 year warranty. Conditions apply, please ask your retailer for terms and conditions.

If you have a query and want to contact us, please email: sales@sinckitchens.com

Visit our website to explore our range of kitchens, all things Sinc and find your dream  
kitchen at sinckitchens.com
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Your kitchen is the real heart of your home.  

A place to gather, create great food, share good times.

That’s why creating your perfect space matters so much. A 

lasting look that reflects your personal tastes, a layout that 

works for you, and all the conveniences and space-saving 

features that will make every day in your kitchen a delight. 

Use your imagination and ideas, let this brochure inspire you 

with new possibilities to design the kitchen of your dreams. 

Wherever you see our painted colours symbol, your kitchen 
can be painted in your choice of 32 shades.

See our full colour palette on page 76.

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE
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Contemporary

Our stunning collection of contemporary 
kitchens includes cutting-edge design elements, 
sleek lines, slab doors, handleless options, and 

stylish hues. Get creative with your colours, 
materials and finishes – and plan your own look.
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Porter
Simple slab doors, generous versatility and timeless appeal 

make Porter one of our best-selling ranges – yet one of our most 

affordable. Achieve a real designer look with our selection of 

colours and finishes; opt for handles or a recessed handleless rail. 

A strong choice for a seriously modern kitchen. 

4  |  Porter



Doors: Porter White Gloss
Worksurfaces: Hi-Macs Solid Surface Alpine White & Dekton Ultra Compact Sirius
Handle: Stainless Steel Trim Handle (H1089.795.SS) Porter  |  5



Doors: Porter Silver Grey Matt, Slate Matt & Cornflower Blue Matt painted with Graphite Handleless Rail

6  |  Porter



Porter
Save space with a U-shaped workspace and open shelves 
while keeping essentials within easy reach. Choose a single 
colour, perhaps emboldened by striking worktops and 
splashbacks, or mix and match in matt or gloss to create 
your own uniquely personalised look. Shown here in up-to-
the-minute Silver Grey and Cornflower Blue, both in matt.

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Worksurfaces: Strata Timber Black Washed & Neolith Ultra Compact Beton

GRAPHITE 
GLOSS/MATT

WHITE
GLOSS/MATT

PORCELAIN
GLOSS/MATT

ALABASTER
GLOSS

BEIGE GLOSS CASHMERE 
GLOSS/MATT

DOVE GREY 
GLOSS/MATT

SILVER GREY 
GLOSS/MATT

Porter  |  7



Strata Granite Silver Waves Leather WorktopAluminium Handleless Rail

Door: Porter Silver Grey Gloss with Graphite Handleless Rail |  Worksurfaces: Strata Granite Silver Waves Leather & Strata Timber Black Washed

8  |  Porter



Porter shown in Cashmere 
with Character Graphite

Achieve a bespoke look at a great price by getting clever 
with your finishes. Here, the subtle shade of Cashmere 
contrasts with dramatic woodgrain feature doors in 
Character Graphite, brilliant white surfaces, and brushed 
steel appliances. Vary shapes, widths and depths to create  
a head-turning kitchen with designer appeal.

Door: Porter Cashmere Matt & Character Graphite Feature Door with Aluminium Handleless Rail
Worksurface: Silestone Quartz Bianco Rivers

Porter  |  9



Doors: Mode Cashmere Gloss 
Worksurface: Strata Granite Bianco Cigno
Handles: Stainless Steel Effect Pull Handle (H1089.145.SS)

10  |  Mode



Mode
The smooth lacquered finish perfectly complements Mode’s 

strikingly minimal design: a thoroughly modern kitchen at a very 

affordable price. 

Mode  |  11



12  |  Mode



WHITE GLOSS

CASHMERE 
GLOSS

DOVE GREY 
GLOSS

Doors: Mode White Gloss & Dove Grey Gloss with Graphite Handleless Rail
Worksurface: Strata Granite Fumo Grigio

Graphite Handleless Rail

Mode
Mode doors are also available as a handleless option, to 
keep the look even more streamlined. Available in three 
contemporary neutral shades of White, Cashmere and 
Dove Grey, they can also be mixed and matched for a more 
individual look.

Mode  |  13



14  |  UNITY



Door: UNITY Cashmere Gloss & Lava Gloss with Aluminium Handleless Rail
Worksurfaces: Dekton Ultra Compact Halo & Strata Timber Prime Oak

UNITY
Every UNITY door is made to measure, offering a genuinely 

bespoke kitchen without compromise –  and without costing the 

earth. Create the kitchen that fits your space perfectly. 

UNITY  |  15



PURE WHITE CASHMERE LIGHT GREY STEEL GREY LAVA

PURE WHITE CASHMERE LIGHT GREY DAKAR LAVA GRAPHITE

FJORD 
METALLIC

GRAPHITE 
METALLIC

GOLD 
METALLIC

MATCHING EDGE FOR 
SEAMLESS FINISH

TWO-TON 3D GLASS EFFECT FOR 
A CONTRASTING LOOK

SMOKED 
ASH

GRAPHITE FJORD

UNITY
Unity offers a versatile range of colours and finishes. 
Select from 17 ultra-contemporary shades across lustrous 
high gloss, smooth supermatt, gloss metallic and gloss 
woodgrain finishes. You even have the choice of door edge: 
go with a two-tone 3D glass effect, or matching edges for 
the seamless look.

SUPERMATT COLOURS

GLOSS COLOURS

GLOSS METALLIC FINISHES

GLOSS WOODGRAIN EFFECT

EDGE OPTIONS
UNITY made-to-measure is available in 2 edge options.

16  |  UNITY



Door: UNITY Graphite Supermatt & Light Grey Supermatt with Graphite Handleless Rail  |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Elegant Slate Leather  

UNITY  |  17



Alpina
Add sophisticated style to any contemporary kitchen with 

our new Alpina range. These premium real timber veneer 

doors are designed to be mixed with other frontals to create 

a stunning, unique look.

18  |  Alpina



SMOKED LARCH MATT

Door: Silver Oak Matt with Porter Dust Grey
Worksurfaces: Strata Timber Black Washed & Neolith Ultra Compact Beton

Alpina
Timber Veneer Collection
Featuring 12 striking styles this made-to-measure 
collection is available in a choice of matt, high gloss 
and textured finishes.

DEEP OAK MATT TOBACCO GLOSS

TOBACCO MATT SMOKED OAK 
MATT

SMOKED OAK 
GLOSS

NATURAL OAK 
MATT

MIST MATT MIST GLOSS

BURNT ASH SILVER OAK MATT SILVER OAK GLOSS

Alipina  |  19



Feature 
doors

20  |  Feature doors



Woodgrain effect
Add extra texture and warmth with accent slab doors in 
a stunning wood effect. Choose Character Graphite or 
Reclaimed Oak: they’re both perfectly at home in any of our 
contemporary ranges.

Glazed doors
Tinted glass doors make quite the statement, especially 
when lit from within. Use them to break up a run of doors or 
to add focus to a dining area. Choose your frames in either 
sophisticated black or stylish bronze. 

BLACK GLAZED BRONZE GLAZED

CHARACTER 
GRAPHITE

RECLAIMED OAK

BLACK GLAZED BRONZE GLAZED

Feature doors  |  21



22  |  Remo



Door: Remo White Gloss & Silver Grey Gloss  |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Shadow Grey 

Remo
With its streamlined European influences, our  ever-popular Remo 

range brings you instant, unfussy sophistication. Integrated 

handles offer uninterrupted lines, easy opening and effortless 

cleaning. The overall effect is pure and simple: choose to keep the 

look minimalist, or add bold touches of your own interior style. 

Remo  |  23



Remo
Accentuate Remo’s ultra-contemporary feel by choosing 
up-to-the-minute Silver Grey in a lacquered gloss finish, as 
shown here. Add design touches with toning worksurfaces 
in different thicknesses, a space-saving integrated 
breakfast table connected to a highly practical peninsula, 
and contrasting real wood storage from our Broadoak 
range over the dining area.

PORCELAIN
GLOSS/MATT

ALABASTER
GLOSS

BEIGE GLOSS CASHMERE 
GLOSS/MATT

DOVE GREY 
GLOSS/MATT

SILVER GREY 
GLOSS/MATT

GRAPHITE 
GLOSS/MATT

ELM

WHITE
GLOSS/MATT

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

24  |  Remo



Door: Remo Silver Grey Gloss & Broadoak Rye  |  Worksurface: Silestone Quartz Bianco Rivers

Remo  |  25



Kesseböhmer Convoy Centro (KCONVOY300)
Store all your household’s groceries in a single unit.

Remo features a Handleless J-Pull design

Door: Remo Elm  |  Worksurfaces: Hi-Macs Solid Surface Ivory White & Hi-Macs Solid Surface Black Sand (seating area)

Recommended storage

26  |  Remo



Door: Remo Matt White  |  Worksurface: Corian Solid Surface Glacier White with Oak feature strip

Remo shown in Matt White 

Remo is as individual as you are: choose luscious 
gloss or smooth matt from a beautiful palette, 
including Elm woodgrain effect. 

Here, crisp White with Oak trim against cyan 
walls hint at Scandinavian flair and practicality. 
Integrated handles add horizontal interest 
while the matt finish hides fingerprints and wipes 
clean instantly. 

Remo  |  27



Tomba
The perfect blend of luxury and spectacular good looks, Tomba 

takes the contemporary handleless design to a new level. 

You’ll love the sleek simplicity of its slab doors and the careful 

attention to detail. Choose Tomba in one or more of 32 gloss or 

immaculate matt shades.

28  |  Tomba



Tomba

SHOWN IN PAINTED WHITE GLOSS

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Doors: Tomba White Gloss with Aluminium Handleless Rail & Lichfield 
Espresso  |  Worksurface: Silestone Quartz Lyra

Aluminium Handleless Rail

Tomba  |  29



30  |  Lichfield



Lichfield
Thoroughly modern Lichfield has a look all of its own. Although 

based on the original Shaker door, it features a slimmed-down 

version of the traditional frame plus handleless opening. Light or 

dark woodgrain doors work beautifully alongside toning shades 

from a broad colour palette. 

Doors: Lichfield Porcelain & Rye  |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Carrara Gioia

Lichfield  |  31



Doors: Lichfield Espresso & Truffle painted  |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Carrara Gioia

32  |  Lichfield



Lichfield
Here, handsome Espresso woodgrain blends with rich 
painted Truffle and toning walls, lifted by bright quartz 
worktops and splashbacks.

Enjoy a luxuriously earthy and intimate feel – perfect for 
sharing good food with great company! 

PARTRIDGE GREY RYE OAK

ESPRESSO

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Kesseböhmer’s best selling LeMans II in anthracite finish (KSA2LM500AR)

Recommended storage

PORCELAIN

Lichfield  |  33



Ellerton
Notice how the timeless appeal of Shaker meets the 

simplicity of a handleless door, creating enduring appeal. 

Ellerton’s simple handleless rail system, available in matching 

painted colours or in contrasting Rye, adds clean detailing to this 

very refined design.

34  |  Ellerton



Door: Ellerton Stone with Stone Handleless Rail  |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Thunder Storm

Ellerton  |  35



STONE PARTRIDGE GREY

CHALK

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Ellerton
Shades of fashionable grey and a large island lend an 
airy, modern feel, unified by worktops and splashbacks in 
marbled quartz. Create your scheme from a wide range of 
gorgeous matt colours, from Chalk to Charcoal via Saffron, 
Cornflower, Umber and more. 

Kesseböhmer Convoy Premio (KCONPREM600R) Open the door and the full contents move towards you.

Recommended storage

36  |  Ellerton



Doors: Partridge Grey & Charcoal painted with Rye Handleless Rail  |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Calacatta Gold

Ellerton  |  37
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Classic

A classic kitchen will work beautifully in 
your home, whether it’s small or large, city 
or country, period or modern. Handsome 

proportions, careful attention to detail and a 
hint of nostalgia all add to the timeless appeal 

of these style favourites. Built to last 
– and designed for lasting good looks, too.

39



Fitzroy
All the solid grace of a Shaker kitchen, beautifully restyled 

for the twenty-first century. Add your own touches with an 

eclectic selection of traditional handles, balanced with more 

contemporary features such as a herb garden, curved corners, or 

free-standing cabinetry in accent colours. 

40  |  Fitzroy



Doors: Fitzroy Porcelain & Stone
Worksurfaces: Strata Granite Angolan Black Leather & Dekton Ultra Compact Aura
Handles: Black Satin Effect Knob Handle (K999.38.BS) & Solid Pewter Cup Handle (H1055.96.PE) Fitzroy  |  41



Doors: Fitzroy Dove Grey & Graphite  |  Worksurfaces: Strata Quartz Grey Venato & Strata Timber Black Washed  |  Handle: Antique Bronze Effect D Handle (H1103.160.BR)

42  |  Fitzroy



Recommended storage

Fitzroy
Doors and quartz worktops from both ends of the ultra-
fashionable grey spectrum bring this classic kitchen right up 
to date. Details like framed end-panels and a handy timber 
butcher’s block; open shelving, ornate tiling and a knotty 
wooden floor complete the aesthetic here.

ALMOND STONE

DOVE GREY PARTRIDGE GREY

GRAPHITE

PORCELAIN

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Timber Cutlery Insert (CI500OA)
Oak dovetail drawer with cutlery insert and felt drawer liner.

Fitzroy  |  43



Silestone Quartz Yukon & Strata Timber Prime Oak worktopsBright Nickel handle (H503.128.BN)

Doors: Fitzroy Porcelain & Partridge Grey |  Worksurfaces: Strata Granite Silver Waves & Strata Timber Prime Oak
Handles: Chrome Knob Handle (K1075.32.CH) & Chrome Cup Handle (H1079.32.CH)

44  |  Fitzroy



Fitzroy shown in Hartforth Blue, 
Partridge Grey and Slate

Doors in Partridge Grey and darker Slate, with off-white 
quartz and solid timber worktops, transform the Shaker 
look into a very stylish kitchen indeed. Add a generous run 
of cooking area and a magnificent island for some serious 
workspace.

Doors: Fitzroy Hartforth Blue painted, Partridge Grey & Slate painted
Worksurface: Silestone Quartz Yukon
Handle: Bright Nickel Bar Handle (H503.128.BN)

Fitzroy  |  45



Milbourne
It’s not hard to see why Milbourne is our most popular Shaker 

design. Its chunky frame, timeless styling and subtly textured 

finish bring a hint of tradition into this otherwise thoroughly 

modern kitchen. Create your own look by dressing Milbourne up 

or down with finishing touches and décor details.

46  |  Milbourne



Doors: Milbourne Charcoal  |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Mirror & Timber Rubberwood  |  Handle: Chrome Cup Handle (H716.128.CH)

Milbourne  |  47



Door: Milbourne Partridge Grey  |  Worksurface: Strata Granite Mystic Grey Leather
Handles: Stainless Steel Effect Cup Handle (H1070.64.SS) & Stainless Steel Effect Bow Handle (H1071.128.SS)

48  |  Milbourne



PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Milbourne
The beauty of neutral tones – like this very on-trend 
Partridge Grey – is the opportunity to splash out with 
sensational accent colours. Vivid yellow is balanced here by 
dark worksurfaces and furniture. Handy deep drawers and 
modern open shelves still reflect Shaker simplicity, utility 
and honesty. 

CHARCOAL

CHALK

PERCELAIN ALABASTER 
CLASSIC

ALMOND SAGE

STONE PARTRIDGE GREY

Milbourne  |  49



Kesseböhmer Tandem Solo (KATS600SC)
Open the door and everything comes out to you.

Strata Granite Mystic Grey Leather worktop

Door: Milbourne Silver Grey  |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Arctic Storm  |  Handle: Black Satin Effect Cup Handle (H1092.64.BS)

Recommended storage

50  |  Milbourne



Doors: Milbourne Chalk Blue painted & Porcelain  |  Worksurface: Silestone Quartz Bianco Rivers
Handles: Stainless Steel Effect Cup Handle (H1070.64.SS) & Stainless Steel Effect Bow Handle (H251.160.SS)

Milbourne shown in Chalk 
Blue painted and Porcelain

Softly contrasting colours distract cleverly from 
the intensity of wall-to-wall units in this compact 
space, with open shelving above the oven 
interrupting the run of cupboards. Using a lighter 
colour beneath the worktops, pale tiling and a 
light wooden floor all persuade the eye that this 
kitchen is bigger than it really is.

Milbourne  |  51



Doors: Belsay Dove Grey & Graphite
Worksurface: Strata Granite Carrara Classic
Handles: Industrial Matt Black Knob (K1106.30.MB)

52  |  Belsay



Belsay
This simple, affordable Shaker design comes with a few subtle 

but distinctive twists: a slightly narrower frame, deeply grooved 

joints, and a bevelled central panel.

Belsay  |  53



54  |  Belsay



PORCELAIN

Doors: Belsay Porcelain
Worksurface: Strata Granite Bianco Nube
Handle: Stainless Steel Effect Bow Handle (H523.160.SS)

Kesseböhmer Tandem Solo (KTS600SILV) 
Items come all the way out of the cabinet, making them easier 
to browse and reach.

CASHMERE DOVE GREY

GRAPHITE

Belsay
A more contemporary take on a classic look, it works 
beautifully in any context. The three soft neutrals, plus one 
deep grey, create a canvas for adding fun with splashbacks, 
tiles, flooring and other design elements.

Belsay  |  55



PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

STONE PARTRIDGE GREY

DOVE GREY GRAPHITEPORCELAIN

Mornington 
Shaker

Kesseböhmer 150mm Base Pull-out (KBP150CH) 
Perfect to store herbs, spices and oils.

Recommended storage

56  |  Mornington Shaker



Door: Mornington Shaker Graphite  |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Night Storm
Handle: Black Satin Effect Trim Handle (H1087.160.BS)

Mornington 
Shaker

This exquisite ash-textured kitchen is Shaker in its purest form. 

Clean lines and a unified Graphite colour scheme meet in a 

U-shaped layout designed for an easy, efficient workflow. 

Standalone wall cabinets break up an otherwise modern 

run incorporating ultra-modern appliances and fittings – all 

highlighting Mornington Shaker’s fabulous versatility.

Mornington Shaker  |  57



PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

STONE PARTRIDGE GREY

DOVE GREY GRAPHITEPORCELAIN

Mornington 
Beaded

An elegant quarter round bead offers an extra level of detail

58  |  Mornington Beaded



Door: Mornington Dove Grey  |  Worksurfaces: Strata Timber Select & Strata Quartz Carrara Gioia
Handle: Bright Copper Cup Handle (H1092.64.CO)

Mornington 
Beaded

Enjoy classic Shaker styling with an extra level of detail 

thanks to an elegant quarter-round bead and ash woodgrain 

texture. Extend the traditional appeal with Copper Cup 

handles, end panelling, glazed doors and a solid timber peninsula 

worktop, all set against a very contemporary continuous Dove 

Grey colour scheme. 

Mornington Beaded  |  59



PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

SHOWN IN PAINTED ALABASTER

Langham

Pantry 
A pantry can provide a unique and decorative storage feature.

Recommended storage

60  |  Langham



Doors: Langham Alabaster & Sage painted  |  Worksurface: Strata Granite Nero Assoluto

Langham
Solid timber doors and wide Shaker rails offer a straightforward, 

enduring appeal. Here, Sage painted doors highlight the sink area 

while softer Alabaster features elsewhere. 

Add a wide-open central area featuring a rustic table and chairs, 

offset by polished black granite worktops lending contemporary 

glamour and practicality. 

Langham  |  61



62  |  Broadoak



Doors: Broadoak Rye & Charcoal painted
Worksurface: Silestone Quartz Bianco Rivers  |  Handle: Black Satin Effect Boss Handle (H109.188.BS) 

Broadoak
Broadoak’s timber doors look just as striking in natural wood as 

when painted – and its Shaker simplicity is ideal for blending both, 

adding even more impact. It’s the perfect canvas for your own 

design statement: choose to style your kitchen for either a more 

traditional or modern feel. 

Broadoak  |  63



Door: Broadoak Stone  |  Worksurface: Lundhs Antique  |  Handle: Pewter Bar Handle (H1063.96.PE)

64  |  Broadoak



Recommended storage

Broadoak
When painted, Broadoak’s subtle wood grain shows 
through beautifully, emphasising the superb quality of this 
kitchen. Here, a handy peninsula next to the hob offers 
extra space for preparation, while curved doors beneath 
soften the Shaker angles – bringing this classical design 
right up to the moment.

STONE PARTRIGDE GREY

NATURAL RYEALABASTER CLASSIC

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Kesseböhmer’s best selling LeMans II in anthracite finish (KSA2LM500AR)

Broadoak  |  65



Pantry 
Create dedicated, accessible storage with an array of features.

Lundhs Antique worktop

Doors: Broadoak Alabaster & Oak |  Worksurface: Strata Quartz Mirror  |  Handle: Solid Pewter D Handle (H580.160.PE)

Recommended storage

66  |  Broadoak



Door: Partridge Grey  |  Worksurface: Silestone Bianco Rivers
Handles: Bright Nickel Bar Handle (H1002.160.BN) & Bright Nickel Knob Handle (H1003.62.BN)

Broadoak shown 
in Partridge Grey

Soft Partridge Grey is a popular choice for any 
home, shown here with gently toning worktop 
and walls. Bright nickel handles reflect the 
chrome shine of taps, sockets and appliances, 
while deep drawers below the hob keep pans and 
baking paraphernalia hidden but to hand.

Broadoak  |  67



PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

SHOWN IN PAINTED ALABASTER

Milton

Brushed Steel Effect Knob handle (H423.32.BS)

68  |  Milton



Door: Milton Chalk painted  |  Worksurfaces: Strata Granite Angolan Black Leather & Strata Timber Rustic Oak
Handle: Solid Pewter Bar Handle (H784.224.PE)

Milton
Sturdy in-frame cabinets are a sign of outstanding quality 

and craftsmanship. Milton brings this traditional construction 

right up to date, creating a kitchen of real distinction. 

Enduring strength and a nod to Shaker styling are offset 

by contemporary design features. 

Choose from a beautiful matt palette of 32 colours.

Milton  |  69



PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

SHOWN IN PAINTED ALABASTER

Cornell

A decorative plate rack is the perfect place to store crockery.

70  |  Cornell



Doors: Cornell Charcoal & Chalk painted  |  Worksurfaces: Strata Quartz Ash Grey & Strata Timber Rustic Oak
Handles: Stainless Steel Effect Cup Handle (1003/79SS) & Stainless Steel Effect Knob Handle (TK2SS)

Cornell
Imagine Cornell in your home, with its impressive architectural 

detailing, elegant pilasters and deeply bevelled frontals.

While it perfectly suits the more formal, symmetrical layout 

of a period home, especially in bold matt shades, Cornell 

also works extremely well in contemporary, provincial and even 

rural contexts.

Cornell  |  71



Contemporary door collection

For full range of UNITY 
colours and finishes see 
PAGE 16

WHITE 
MATT/GLOSS

PORCELAIN 
MATT/GLOSS

ALABASTER 
GLOSS

BEIGE GLOSS CASHMERE 
MATT/GLOSS

DOVE GREY 
MATT/GLOSS

SILVER GREY 
MATT/GLOSS

GRAPHITE 
MATT/GLOSS

GLOSS SUPERMATT GLOSS METALLIC GLOSS 
WOODGRAIN

WHITE GLOSS CASHMERE 
GLOSS

DOVE GREY 
GLOSS

RECLAIMED OAK CHARACTER 
GRAPHITE

BLACK GLAZED BRONZE GLAZED

DEEP OAK MATT SMOKED LARCH 
MATT

TOBACCO 
GLOSS/MATT

SMOKED OAK 
GLOSS/MATT

NATURAL OAK 
MATT

MIST 
MATT/GLOSS

BURNT ASH SILVER OAK 
MATT/GLOSS

Available in
MATT & GLOSS
painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

PORTER

UNITY MODE

FEATURE WOODGRAIN FEATURE GLAZED DOORS

ALPINA TIMBER VENEER COLLECTION

72  |  Contemporary Door Collection



PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Painted colours also available
See colour palette on PAGE 76

WHITE 
MATT/GLOSS

PORCELAIN 
MATT/GLOSS

ALABASTER 
GLOSS

BEIGE GLOSS CASHMERE 
MATT/GLOSS

DOVE GREY 
MATT/GLOSS

SILVER GREY 
MATT/GLOSS

GRAPHITE 
MATT/GLOSS

ELM

PORCELAIN PARTRIDGE GREY RYE OAK ESPRESSO

CHALK STONE PARTRIDGE GREY

Available in
MATT & GLOSS
painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Available in
MATT & GLOSS
painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

REMO

TOMBA LICHFIELD

ELLERTON
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PORCELAIN STONE DOVE GREY PARTRIDGE GREY GRAPHITE

MORNINGTON BEADED

PORCELAIN STONE DOVE GREY PARTRIDGE GREY GRAPHITE

MORNINGTON SHAKER

CHALK PORCELAIN ALABASTER 
(CLASSIC)

ALMOND SAGE STONE PARTRIDGE GREY CHARCOAL

MILBOURNE

PORCELAIN ALMOND STONE DOVE GREY PARTRIDGE GREY GRAPHITE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

FITZROY

Classic door collection
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PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Painted colours also available
See colour palette on PAGE 76

ALABASTER 
(CLASSIC)

STONE PARTRIDGE GREY NATURAL RYE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

Available in
MATT ONLY

painted colours

PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

LANGHAM MILTON CORNELL

BROADOAK

ALABASTER
(CLASSIC)

PORCELAIN CASHMERE DOVE GREY GRAPHITE

BELSAY
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PAINTED
COLOURS
AVAILABLE

LIGHTS GREYS WARM/NEUTRALS BLUES/GREENS DARKS STATEMENT NEW ADDITIONS

CHALK DOVE GREY CASHMERE CHINA BLUE COPSE GREEN CORNFLOWER DRY ROSE

PORCELAIN PARTRIDGE GREY STONE CHALK BLUE HARTFORTH BLUE SPEARMINT PUTTY

ALABASTER MODERN SILVER GREY DAKAR SAGE CHARCOAL SAFFRON DUST GREY

MUSSEL SLATE SUEDE FLINT GREY UMBER CADET

GRAPHITE TRUFFLE TRENCH COAT GREY STORM BLUE

LAVA

Painted colour palette
Wherever you see our painted colours symbol, your kitchen can be painted in your choice of 32 
shades. Matt or gloss finishes will depend on the range you choose. You can paint any wood 
finishes, too, retaining the beautiful woodgrain effect. 

Opt for a unified colour scheme, or embrace the freedom of a more eclectic statement.
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Designing a great kitchen is a complicated task with many things 
to take into consideration. Storage is often overlooked, but the inside 
of your cabinets is as important as your door and drawer fronts. 

Larder 
storage

For dry food, 
bottles & tins

Under 
counter 
storage

For cleaning 
products, herbs 
 & spices & tins

Corner
storage

For pots & pans

Wall 
storage

For dry  
food, bottles 

& tins

Kesseböhmer storage
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We know how important it is to have plenty of practical storage space in 
your kitchen, keeping your working areas clutter free. Our clever storage 
systems will provide the perfect home for your foodstuffs, pots and pans 
and all those items you need to keep close to hand.

TOP TIPS FOR 
THE PERFECT FLOW

The kitchen triangle
The primary tasks in your kitchen are carried out 
between the hob, the sink and the fridge. The triangle 
that connects these three areas defines what kitchen 
experts call an ‘efficient kitchen layout’. The triangle 
is the shortest, most effective way to tread between 
these three areas and should be considered in your new 
kitchen design.

Group similar functions
Consider grouping the functions of your kitchen and 
planning your storage accordingly. There’s no point in 
placing a spice rack yards away from the hob. Specialist 
trays and inserts for our range of base units help you 
create highly-functional storage zones.

The perfect serve
Try to imagine where you’re most likely to serve up your 
meals. This is a great place to store your cutlery, plates 
and bowls. Take advantage of our wide range of drawer 
inserts to make your life easier and your serves perfect. 

Don’t be afraid of heights
Many British homes enjoy high ceilings and utilising this 
extra space should be a priority in all kitchen schemes. 
Consider doors that open upwards or specify our clever 
iMove units which allow you to bring the contents of 
high cupboards down to eye level.  

Drawer
storage

For cutlery, bits &  
bobs, herbs & spices

Waste & 
recycling
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Larder storage
Some of our larders can hold up to a whole weeks’ 

worth of groceries. Getting to the things at the 
back of your cupboards can be a real hassle. This 
innovative system moves the whole contents of 
the cupboard to you, providing easy access to 

all your items meaning less food goes to waste, 
which will save you money.

All our larder units have soft close, which offers 
smooth closing, even when the larder is fully 

stocked. Anti-slip surfaces mean that your items 
don’t move around while height adjustable trays 

offer a truly flexible storage solution.

 

600mm Tandem Larder, shown in Style Chrome
KASTLF600SC
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key
*** 
mm Cabinet widths

* Number of trays

Tandem Larder
Designed especially for wider units, 
just like a fridge, the rear trays are 
automatically drawn forward when the 
front door is opened.

Convoy Premio
Our luxury Convoy Premio comes with 
either glass or oak sided trays.

Tandem Solo
An attractive and affordable solution, 
simply open the door and the full 
contents will move towards you.

Larder Pull-out
Our best-selling larder comes all the 
way out of the cabinet, making items 
easy to see and reach.

300mm Larder Pull-out, shown in Style Anthracite
KSALF300FEA

600mm Convoy Premio shown in Anthracite with 
oak trays & inserts
KCONPREMA600R

600mm Tandem Solo, shown in Arena
KATS600SC

600mm Tandem Side, shown in Style Anthracite

500 
mm 6600 

mm

300 
mm

400 
mm 5500 

mm

600 
mm 5 500 

mm 6600 
mm
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Corner storage
Dark and difficult-to-reach corners are a thing 

of the past when you fit one of our smart corner 
units. Kesseböhmer use clever engineering 

to smoothly bring the very depths of corner 
cupboards out to you.

LeMans II
Our best-selling larder comes all the 
way out of the cabinet, making items 
easy to see and reach.

Magic Corner
Once hard-to-reach items are now 
brought to your fingertips.

¾ Carousel
A corner carousel is perfect for storing 
bulky potts and pans.

 

600mm LeMans II, shown in Style Anthracite
KSA2LM600AR

Magic Corner, shown in Style Chrome
KASMCUSCL

¾ Carousel, shown in Style Chrome
KASSH27OGC

450 
mm

500 
mm 2600 

mm
400 
mm

900 
mm 21000 

mm 2
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key
*** 
mm Cabinet widths

* Number of trays

150mm Wall Pull-out
Store all your herbs and spices in one 
easy to reach space.

iMove
Our clever iMove allows you to pull 
the whole shelves down to eye level.

KWP150C600mm double iMove, shown in Anthracite Oak, KIMOVE600DOA

500 
mm

1 /2600 
mm

900 
mm 2150 

mm

Wall storage
If you’re struggling to reach the highest parts
of your wall cabinets, then Kesseböhmer has
a number of solutions. Cleverly designed wall
storage brings your cupboard contents within
easy reach, to make life that little bit easier.
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Under counter 
storage

Our range of under counter products allow you to 
maximise and organise every inch of space. From 
neat spice racks, to handy, removable, cleaning 

storage, we've thought of everything.

Base Pull-out
Place under counter storage near your hob for easy access to 
jars, bottles, dry food and cooking ingredients.

150mm Base Pull-out
Transform narrow and awkward spaces with dynamic and 
functional storage.

 

400mm Base Pull-out, shown in Style Anthracite
KSABP400A

150mm Base Pull-out, shown in Chrome Classic
KBP150CH

500 
mm

600 
mm 2400 

mm
300 
mm 2150 

mm
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key
*** 
mm Cabinet widths

* Number of trays

Base Tandem Side
The clever design of the base tandem allows you to see 
everything that the cupboard contains and more importantly, 
reach it all with ease.

Cleaning Agent
Easily access all your cleaning items and transport them 
around the house with this portable pull-out basket.

600mm Tandem Side, shown in Anthracite Style KTDBH600AKCUP274C

2150 
mm 3600 

mm
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Pick your tray style

Powder coated wire tray

Powder coated rail. No anti-slip surface

Powder coated anthracite band. Anti-slip anthracite base

Chrome plated wire tray

Chrome plated rail. Anti-slip grey base

Chrome plated band. Anti-slip grey base

Silver Classic

Silver Arena

Anthracite Style

Chrome Classic

Chrome Arena

Chrome Style
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CABINET WIDTHS HANDED TRAY STYLE
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LARDER

In-Frame • • • •

Studio Height • • • • • •

Full Height • • • • • • • • •

Swing Larder • • • •

TANDEM

Studio Height • • • • • • •

Full Height • • • • • • • •

Coffee Tandem • • •

Tandem Solo • • • • •

Tandem Side Full Height • • • •

Tandem Side Studio Height • • • • •

Tandem Side Base Height • • • •

Convoy Premio • • •

Convoy Premio & Konfigure • • •

Convoy Centro • • •

CORNER STORAGE

LeMans • • • • • • • • •

LeMans Studio Height • • • • • • • •

Magic Corner • • • • • • • • • •

Revo90 • • • •

Half Carousel • • • •

3/4 Carousel • • • • • •

Full Carousel • • • •

BASE UNIT PULL-OUT

150mm Classic • • • • • •

150mm Towel • • • • • •

150mm Tray • • • • •

Centre Mounted Base Pull-Out • • • • • • • • • •

YouBoXx • •

Base Tandem • • •

Cleaning Agent • •

45 Degree • • •

Adjustable Pull-Out tray • • • •

Pull-out chrome trays • • • •

WALL UNIT STORAGE

150mm Wall Pull-Out • • •

Wall Tandem • • •

Spice Rack • • • •

Wine Rack • • • • • •

Tray style only available in widths shown

Product 
selection guide
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Modular shallow drawer inserts
Konfigure by Kesseböhmer drawer inserts allow you to make every drawer 
unique, as well as useful. Our range of shallow drawer solutions includes knife 
blocks, individual cutlery trays and spice holders. Each element can be easily 
moved to help you create the perfect mix of style and practicality.
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Mix and match individual elements

Or choose one of our best selling sets

Above are just a selection of our drawer sets. Ask your retailer for more options.

TICI300OA TIB300OA TIMBOX211OA TICD137OA

TISSH137OA TIMI152OA TIFD137OA TIKB137OA

+ ++

+ ++

900mm 1000mm

DS900/SET2 DS1000/SET3

600mm

DS600/SET2

800mm

DS800/SET3
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FOOD

IDEAL 
FOR

 BOTTLES

IDEAL 
FOR

 CONTAINERS

IDEAL 
FOR

 UTENSILS

IDEAL 
FOR



Modular deep drawer inserts
Our Konfigure by Kesseböhmer deep drawer storage solutions offer you an 
almost infinite number of combinations. Boxes, dividers and removable plate 
racks ensure that rummaging is a thing of the past.   
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Mix and match individual elements

Or choose a ready-made set

+ ++
TIMB211X236OA TIMB211X117OA TIMB211X422OA TIPR340OA

500mm 800mm600mm

DD500/SET2 DD800/SET1DD600/SET3

900mm 1000mm

DD1000/SET2DD900/SET3

Above are just a selection of our drawer sets. Ask your retailer for more options.

  DRY
FOOD

IDEAL 
FOR

 BOTTLES

IDEAL 
FOR

 CONTAINERS

IDEAL 
FOR

 CROCKERY

IDEAL 
FOR
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Drawer dividing system
Ambia-line from Blum helps create order in any Legrabox drawer. 
Its narrow frame design, offers solutions to keep everything in its place.

AMBIA-LINE for Legrabox
Mix and match individual inserts

Shallow drawer solutions

Deep drawer solutions

Cutlery divider Knife block Foil & film holder Steel frame

Spice holder Plate holder Steel frame

ZC7S450BS3 ZC7M0200 ZC7C0000 Available in multiple sizes

ZC7G0P0I ZC7T0350 Available in multiple sizes
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Cutlery trays
Our range of anthracite cutlery inserts by Gollinucci bring personal style and 
functionality to your drawers. As one complete insert, you have the option to 
tailor the layout to work for you and your kitchen.

+

+

OGCHOPB

MODCT/400SSWOG MODCT/600SDWOG MODCT/600SSWOG

OGKNIFEB

OGFOILDISP

Add a knife block, chopping board or foil and 
film dispenser for a more tailored solution. 

Order code drawer width
OGCT400 400mm

OGCT500 500mm

OGCT600 600mm

OGCT800 800mm

OGCT900 900mm

OGCT1000 1000mm

Available to fit 400 to 1000mm drawers 
they offer a compartment for everything.

Our new collection of orion grey modular cutlery 
trays are designed for the optimisation and 
personalisation of drawers.

• Orion grey

• Minimum drawer depth: 420mm  
Maximum drawer depth: 490mm
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Waste & recycling
To make it easier for you to keep on top of sorting your waste, 
we’ve developed a range of easy to use, modular bins. They are 
all designed to fit within standard cabinet sizes and nest together 
to create multiple combinations. No matter how complex your 
local recycling policy is, we’ve got a solution to help.  
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21

How much do you recycle?

We offer a number of solutions whether you want a single unit for all your 
waste or multiple spaces to help you recycle.

Choose a bin featuring one to four compartments below.

COMPARTMENT

1

COMPARTMENTS

2

COMPARTMENTS

3

COMPARTMENTS

4

Pull-out bin - 40L

Pull-out bin - 28L

Pull-out bin - 31L

Pull-out bin - 85L

Pull-out bin - 16L

Pull-out bin - 58L

Pull-out bin - 42L

Drawer bin - 58L

Swing bin - 13L

Pull-out bin - 80L

Drawer bin - 38L

294-GY

222-GY

292-GY

580-GY

280GY

560/4550-GY

538-GR

9XL/1000-GY

272BK

580PL/50-GY

9XL/800-GY

Key

Capacity

Minimum cabinet width

Soft close

Bin is automatically drawn 
forward when the door is opened

*** 
mm

**

300 
mm

40

300 
mm

14

14

400 
mm

7.5 7.5

16

600 
mm

35

35 7. 5

7. 5

300 
mm

16

450 
mm

400 
mm

13

450 
mm

10.5 10.5

500 
mm

40

40

800 
mm

1000
mm

20209 9

9 920

29

29
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Handles
To perfectly complement your new kitchen
A considered handle choice can make all the difference to the look of your new kitchen. Choose your 
handle wisely and this finishing detail will play a defining role in the success of your overall design.

To make your life easier, our designers have selected a range of handles which particularly complement 
specific styles of kitchen. 

We hope that you find the perfect handle for your new kitchen.
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1 1

4 4

7 7

10 10

2 2

5 5

8 8

11 11

3 3

6 6

9 9

12 12

12

1 2

4

7

10

3

5

8

11

6

9

12

1 2

4

7

10

3

5

8

11

6

9

K1111.20.SS H1126.257.SS H1128.160.SS H796.160.PE K800.48.PE H1111.64.PE

H1123.60.SS H1107.96.MB H1115.160.MB H153.96.PE H1112.64.PE K886.30.PE

H1108.96.AC H1085.160.AC H1125.35.SS K265.33.PE H267.96.PE K1109.35.PE

H1100.160.HS K1097.40.HS H1106.250.MB S87/44X71 K478.44.PE H149.128.HPE

Rustic
Rustic style highlights natural 

beauty, organic forms and patina.

Industrial
This striking design style is characterised by bold 

aesthetics that have an on-trend industrial undertone.
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1 1

4 4

7 7

10 10

2 2

5 5

8 8

11 11

3 3

6 6

9 9

12 12

12

1 2

4

7

10

3

5

8

11

6

9

12

1 2

4

7

10

3

5

8

11

6

9

H159.128.PE K484.44.PE K854.37.PE H882.160.BN H884.72.BN K874.37.BN

H853.96.PE H304.128.PE K305.40.PE H1083.160.CH H1120.256.CH H1120.60.CH

H219.50.AP H218.128.AP H803.96.PE H1127.76.CH H267.96.CH H590.128.SS

H307.128.PE H546.96.PE H1086.160.BC H1122.320.BN K1000.35.CH H523.160.SS

Elegance
Elegance has a strong emphasis on line and form.

Character
Character style celebrates 
texture and distinctive detailing.
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1 1

4 4

7 7

10 10

2 2

5 5

8 8

11 11

3 3

6 6

9 9

12 12

12

1 2

4

7

10

3

5

8

11

6

9

12

1 2

4

7

10

3

5

8

11

6

9

H732.160.SS H1128.96.BBN H1121.160.CH K1111.20.BR H1125.35.BR H1126.448.BR

H1114.160.CH H1002.160.BN H1003.62.BN H1106.250.CH H1044.128.CH K1043.32.CH

TK2SS H1089.145.SS H1047.160.SS H1113.160.SS H1118.32.CH H1119.96.CH

H746.192.SS H109.188.SS H1082.160.BS H1116.96.CH H1092.64.CO K1110.33.CO

Statement
Proud and unreserved, 

statement handles add personality.

Simplicity
Strong proportions, clean lines and detail.
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Worktops
We offer a wide range of granite, quartz, solid surface, ultra compact and natural timber 
worktops in a variety of colours and finishes. We’ve created five collections of worktops to help 
you choose the perfect material to complement your kitchen.

Strata Quartz Statuario
Part of our White Collection
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Industrial collection

STRATA QUARTZ STRATA QUARTZ SILESTONE QUARTZ ULTRA COMPACT

BLACK LINEN ASH GREY ARDEN BLUE NEOLITH IRON GREY

CAESERSTONE QUARTZ SOLID SURFACE

TAN BROWN RAW CONCRETE CORIAN LAVA ROCK NEOLITH IRON CORTEN

ULTRA COMPACT

STEEL GREY SYMPHONY GREY DEKTON TRILLIUM DEKTON SIRIUS
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White collection

STRATA QUARTZ STRATA QUARTZ STRATA QUARTZ ULTRA COMPACT

BRILLIANT WHITE CALACATTA GOLD CARRARA CLASSIC DEKTON HALO

STRATA TIMBER SOLID SURFACE

WHITE VENATO MARBLED WHITE DISTRESSED CORIAN GLACIER WHITE

ULTRA COMPACT

STATUARIO ARCTIC STORM DEKTON ENTZO CORIAN ANTARCTICA
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Natural Neutrals collection

STRATA QUARTZ STRATA QUARTZ STRATA GRANITE STRATA TIMBER

ELGANT CREAM ELEGANT GREY IVORY FANTASY RUSTIC OAK

MARBLED GREY RAIN STORM SINUOUS WHITE STRATA SELECT

ULTRA COMPACT

ELEGANT CLAY NEOLITH ARGENTUM GRIS SYLVESTRE STRATA SALVAGE
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Glamour collection

STRATA GRANITE STRATA GRANITE STRATA QUARTZ SOLID SURFACE

MOON PEARL STAR GALAXY QUARTZ MIRROR HI-MACS ICE QUEEN

SILESTONE QUARTZ

GRAPHITE PEARL BLACK SHIMMER GREY MIRROR CHROME

ULTRA COMPACT

BLACK COSMIC DAPPLED PEARL EBONY DEKTON SPECTRA
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Heritage collection

STRATA GRANITE STRATA GRANITE STRATA GRANITE STRATA TIMBER

COLONIAL WHITE GIALLO CECILIA PREMIUM BLACK RUSTIC OAK

LUNDHS GRANITE

ALASKA WHITE AZUL ARAN BLUE PEARL STRATA SELECT

STRAT QUARTZ

BIANCO SARDO RIPPLED MINK HAIL STORM OAK & WENGE
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Choose your material
Each worktop material has its own characteristics. You should choose a material that not only 
looks great but also suits your lifestyle. Whether it’s the natural beauty of granite, the warmth 
of timber or the versatility of quartz, each surface is unique.

MATERIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS BRANDS

Granite • Natural beauty
• Every surface is unique
• Hard wearing

Quartz • Contemporary colours
• Hard wearing
• Resistant to staining
• 
• Manufacturing versatility
• Integrated sink options available from Silestone
• 

Solid Surface • Contemporary palette
• 
• Visually seamless joints
• Integrated sink option
• Organic forms can be created
• Can be repaired

Ultra Compact • 
• 
• Waterproof
• 
• Multiple applications
• 

Timber • 
• Every surface is unique
• Diverse range
• Can be repaired
• Natural ageing
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Strata Timber Oak & Wenge End Grain
Part of our Heritage collection
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Sinc Cabinet Specification
Often overlooked, yet the foundation of every kitchen. We manufacture our cabinets to the highest 
standards, using only the best materials.

Fully assembled 18mm rigid cabinets complete with doors and internal accessories fitted, where 
required (ready to install). Durable 1mm edge applied to all edges, including unseen edges.  
Choose from 24 stocked cabinet colours, other colours available on request. For more information on 
any of our features, visit sinckitchens.com

Blum integrated soft-close hinges as standard

Blum soft-close drawers as standard

Glue and dowel construction as standard, cam and 
dowel on selected

50mm service void

Made to measure sizes available

Carcass Colours Base Cabinet

Wall Cabinet
Blum integrated soft-close hinges as standard

Adjustable shelves

18mm backs for added strength and durability

High quality concealed wall hanging brackets

Made to measure sizes available

About Sinc Kitchens
Why Sinc Kitchens?

Beginning as a humble family business in 2011, Sinc Kitchens are now recognised  
as one of the UK and Ireland’s premier kitchen brands. We pride ourselves on our 
world-class partner support and the unrivalled quality of our products.

Can I buy directly from Sinc Kitchens?

Sinc Kitchens are available nationwide through a network of approved kitchen 
retailers who possess the passion, knowledge and skills required to ensure you 
get the best advice possible when choosing your new Sinc Kitchen.

What is the warranty period on Sinc Kitchens?

We manufacture all our kitchen furniture to the highest standards and all Sinc 
Kitchens come with a warranty to provide you with complete peace of mind.

The cabinets carry a 10 year warranty, all Kessebohmer wirework carry a lifetime 
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a 5 year warranty. Conditions apply, please ask your retailer for terms and conditions.

If you have a query and want to contact us, please email: sales@sinckitchens.com

Visit our website to explore our range of kitchens, all things Sinc and find your dream  
kitchen at sinckitchens.com
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Sinc Cabinet Specification
Often overlooked, yet the foundation of every kitchen. We manufacture our cabinets to the highest 
standards, using only the best materials.

Fully assembled 18mm rigid cabinets complete with doors and internal accessories fitted, where 
required (ready to install). Durable 1mm edge applied to all edges, including unseen edges.  
Choose from 24 stocked cabinet colours, other colours available on request. For more information on 
any of our features, visit sinckitchens.com

Blum integrated soft-close hinges as standard

Blum soft-close drawers as standard

Glue and dowel construction as standard, cam and 
dowel on selected

50mm service void

Made to measure sizes available

Carcass Colours Base Cabinet

Wall Cabinet
Blum integrated soft-close hinges as standard

Adjustable shelves

18mm backs for added strength and durability

High quality concealed wall hanging brackets

Made to measure sizes available
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Contemporary  
and classic kitchens.

Sinc Kitchens  
Unit M
108-114 Moneymore Road
Magherafelt
BT45 6HJ 

www.sinckitchens.com
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